Aveniros Announces the Availability of Tutti Connect 1.0
October 7, 2020
Aveniros LLC, a market leader in educational technology and developers of the Tutti platform for
education, is pleased to announce the availability of Tutti Connect 1.0, a new suite of interoperability
tools designed to help publishers easily integrate their Tutti applications with common third party
Learning Management Systems and data services.
Version 1.0 of Tutti Connect provides support for course content created with the Tutti authoring
tools to be exported as a Thin Common Cartridge and imported directly into the Canvas
LMS. Publishers can distribute the cartridges to districts, schools and teachers using Canvas where
teachers can add that content to their courses, make assignments to their classes and students can
interact directly with that content all from within Canvas.
Tutti Connect 1.0 also fully supports grade passback to Canvas as well, so that assessment scores
generated by students will be sent back to the student assignments as well as the Canvas grade
book. This includes assessment scores for Learnosity activities for our clients that deliver those
assessments through Tutti.
Aveniros’ COO Mark Theall says “We’re always striving to extend the features and functionality in
our Tutti platform to provide our publishing partners new ways to leverage their content. Our ability
to seamlessly integrate both content and scoring data with the Canvas LMS through Tutti Connect
1.0 certainly supports that goal.”
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Founded in 2010 with offices in Woburn, MA and Los Angeles, CA

•

We help publishers bring advanced digital learning products to market across K12, Higher
Ed, Adult Training and Professional Development markets

•

Our solutions are used by thousands of educators and learners every day, both inside and
outside the classroom

For additional information please visit www.aveniros.com, or contact us at sales@aveniros.com.
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